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EDITORIAL
Terra et Aqua is celebrating its 45th anniversary as a dredging journal. The quarterly journal
was started in 1972 and it has been the flagship publication of the International Association of
Dredging Companies (IADC) for more than four decades.
Terra et Aqua’s tagline is “Maritime Solutions for a Changing World” and over forty years, the
journal has provided readers with insightful information regarding global dredging projects;
highlighted essential issues concerning the maritime infrastructure industry such as fair contract
conditions and fair competition; and most importantly, discussed the world’s fundamental need
for dredging and its benefits.
This December 2016 issue of Terra et Aqua will focus on several important issues concerning the
industry such as turbidity, specialised contract for dredging and safety. This edition features four
articles – “Long-term effects of maintenance dredging on turbidity”, “A review of the FIDIC Blue
Book (Second Edition)”, "IADC Safety Award 2016” and "Improving Safety".
The first article discusses a recently developed dredging module that can help model the
long-term impacts of dredging on turbidity. The article also highlights three case studies on which
the model has been applied. “A review of the FIDIC Blue Book (Second Edition)” analyses the
latest edition of the FIDIC Form of Contract for Dredging and Reclamation Works. The updates in
the book have improved it to serve various stakeholders as a specialised contract for dredging and
reclamation activities.
The third and fourth articles focus on the issue of safety. This year, IADC established the IADC
Safety Award to encourage the development of safety skills on the job and to reward people and
companies demonstrating diligence in safety awareness in the performance of their profession in
the dredging industry. “IADC Safety Award 2016” showcases all eight nominations of the award
while the final article, "Improving Safety" presents the winning nomination, the "Enhanced
muster station" by the DEME Group. The feature also gives an overview of the safety culture
embedded in the organisation.
On a final note, I would like to say that my term as president of IADC is ending this year. I have
been active in the dredging industry for over 40 years and in that period, I have seen many ups
and downs in the industry. Currently, the dredging and maritime industry is experiencing a setback but just as many times in the past, I am convinced that it will recover and will come back
even stronger than ever. I would like to say that it has been a pleasure to serve as the president of
IADC and wish my successor, Mr. Frank Verhoeven all the best as the next president of the
Association.

Peter de Ridder
President, IADC
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BAS VAN MAREN AND THIJS VAN KESSEL

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF MAINTENANCE
DREDGING ON TURBIDITY
AB S T RAC T
Maintenance dredging is required in many
estuaries worldwide to provide access to ports
and inland waterways. Sediment is dredged
from ports and access channels and disposed
of by placing it back at another location in
the estuaries. This results in a common belief
that maintenance dredging practices lead to
enhanced turbidity. Usually numerical methods
are utilised to estimate the short-term effects
and transport of disposed sediment but they
are not designed to estimate the
long-term effects of dredging. Quantifying
the return flow of sediment from the disposal
site to the port is a long-term process and
therefore cannot be fully assessed using
traditional methods. As such, the quantitative
information available to optimise disposal
locations for minimum ecological impacts
and / or economic impacts is incomplete.
A recently developed dredging module within
the open-source modelling platform, Delft3D,
is able to capture the two fundamental
processes necessary to model the long-term
impacts of dredging on turbidity. These two
processes are:

This model has been applied to three case
studies where large amounts of dredging take
place: the Ems estuary, the Scheldt estuary,
and the Port of Rotterdam. Through these case
studies the effects of dredging and disposal
locations on long-term turbidity patterns and
the return flow of sediment dredged from
various ports can be quantified.

INTRO DU CT ION
During maintenance dredging of ports
and waterways, sediment is removed from
one part of an estuary or coastal sea and
disposed elsewhere. In the short-term, such
maintenance dredging leads to increasing
concentration levels in the direct vicinity of
the dredging and disposal location (e.g.,
Pennekamp et al., 1996). Over longer
timescales and larger spatial scales, the impact
of maintenance dredging on the sediment
dynamics is much more difficult to quantify
(van Kessel and van Maren, 2013) and may
blend in with natural occurring sediment
plumes (Aarninkhof, 2008). Some of the

Above: A new dredging model was applied to study the

• sediment buffering in the seabed and;
• integral modelling of ports and associated
dredging requirements.

effects of sediment dredging and disposal on long-term
turbidity patterns in the Ems Estuary. (Image: Marieke
Eleveld, Deltares)

sediment disposed near placement areas will
be transported back into the port or channel
it was dredged from. This recirculation rate is
often not known but may vary greatly from
only a few per cent to nearly 100%.
The aim of this article is to give an overview
of recent insights into the long-term effects
of maintenance dredging using several case
studies in which a new dredging module has
been applied. This article will first conceptually
describe the impact of dredging on estuarine
sediment dynamics and later explain about the
dredging module. The article will also highlight
three case studies, at the Ems estuary, the
Scheldt estuary, and the Port of Rotterdam,
in which the module has been applied and
finally it will summarise the long-term effects
of dredging.

QUANTIFYING HUMAN IMPACTS
Many estuaries are concurrently impacted by
human interventions such as port construction,
channel deepening, land reclamations, loss of
natural shorelines and maintenance dredging.
These estuaries experience an upward trend
in the suspended sediment concentration (van
Maren et al., 2015a). The relative contribution
of various human impacts is difficult to
quantify based on measurements: decadal
time-series registering long-term changes
in suspended sediment concentration (SSC)
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are rare and the changes themselves do not
reveal individual human impacts. Maintenance
dredging is often considered to be one of
the most detrimental factors impacting the
estuarine sediment concentrations and hence
visibility.

sensitive receptors such as corals or seagrass
fields (Doorn-Groen and Foster, 2007).
Although these approaches are well-suited to
assess the short-term impact of dredge plumes
on the environment, they cannot be applied to
determine the long-term impact of dredging.

sediment is deposited on the intertidal flats
and marshes. On the short-term, some of
this sediment is remobilised during floods or
storms, but in the long-term sedimentation on
the intertidal flats allows the estuary to keep
pace with sea level rise.

Short-term effects of dredging

Long-term effects of maintenance
dredging

A great portion of intertidal areas and marsh
land have been lost as a result of human
interventions – these areas are destroyed or
changed to make way for agricultural and
residential purposes (Figure 3b). In addition,
impacted estuaries often harbour a number
of ports which require deepening of access
channels and regular maintenance dredging.
The loss of intertidal areas implies that fine
sediment (mud) transported into the estuary
has less space to be deposited, leading to
increased suspended sediment concentrations
(van Maren et al., 2016). In addition, channel
deepening and loss of tidal flats may enhance
up-estuary transport of marine sediment
and trapping of fluvial transport by increased
estuarine circulation and tidal asymmetry. Most
of these developments take place concurrently
and therefore determining which intervention
has the largest impact on the suspended
sediment concentration (SSC) is not easy.

Short-term effects of dredging are obvious as
can be seen in figures 1 and 2 and are fairly
straightforward to predict. Furthermore, the
effects can be monitored using commonly
available modelling tools such as Delft3D,
MIKE, Telemac or ROMS. The main challenges
for simulating the short-term impact of
sediment disposal are accurate quantification
of the source terms – the amount of sediment
initially brought in suspension during dredging
works (Spearman et al., 2011; Becker et al.,
2014); and near field plume behaviour, which
was advanced greatly by using Large Eddy
Simulation (LES) (de Wit et al., 2015). LES
models are very detailed but time-consuming
– they highlight detailed ship properties and
simulating the interaction of gas, fluids, and
solids.
Coupling source terms with conventional
far-field sediment transport models allow
quantification of the dispersal of the
sediments to a larger area. Such models are
often designed to accurately represent the
hydrodynamics, which determine plume
behaviour on tidal timescales. They can,
therefore, be applied for the assessment of
short-term impact of these dredge plumes on

Long-term effects of maintenance dredging
on turbidity are strongly influenced by
processes not relevant to short-term plume
behaviour, such as the interaction between the
water column and the bed. In order to more
accurately quantify these long-term sediment
dynamics, a water-bed module was developed
by van Kessel et al. (2011a). Additionally, to
guarantee sediment mass conservation in the
model on the long-term, sediments released
at dispersion sites should not be introduced
as an additional source such as in short-term
models but ‘dredged’ from depositional areas
requiring maintenance such as harbours and
navigation channels. A model combining the
water-bed exchange and the effect of ports
provides a tool to quantify recirculation of
disposed sediments and long-term effects of
dredging on turbidity.

SEDIMENT LIMITATION
Most natural estuaries (Figure 3a) are
characterised by multiple sandy tidal channels,
muddy intertidal flats, and vegetated
supratidal areas (salt marshes or mangroves).
Fine sediment (mud) is brought into the
estuary by the river and/or by the sea. This

It is important to realise that in natural
estuaries most sediment is stored on the
tidal flats, whereas in impacted estuaries
with limited intertidal areas (Figure 3b) most
sediment available for transport remains
in the channel. Most of this sediment is
located in the estuarine turbidity maximum,

Figure 1. Dredging plume releasing turbid water in clear ambient waters.

Figure 2. Dredge plumes at sea at the Port of Singapore.

(Photo: courtesy of EcoShape)

(Photo: courtesy of Google Earth)
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The impact of processes on suspended
sediment concentration conceptually described
before can be quantified with a model. It can
account for the storage of sediment in and
on the bed; dredging and disposal from ports
and channels; and an accurate hydrodynamic
module that explains the changes in hydraulic
conditions relevant for sediment transport.

THE DREDGING MODULE
Dredging and disposal
where marine upstream-directed sediment
transport converges with downstream-directed
river sediment. Many estuarine ports and
harbour basins are located in the vicinity of
such a turbidity maximum (e.g. the ports
of Rotterdam, Antwerp and Shanghai). But
even in the turbidity maxima of fairly turbid
estuaries such as the Ems and Scheldt,
which will be elaborated later in this article,
the amount of sediment instantaneously in
suspension is (much) less than the amount of
sediment annually dredged from ports and
waterways.
Sediment dredged from a port is disposed
elsewhere in an estuary, where it temporally
deposits on the bed or leads to locally
increased SSC. Within a relatively short time,
the disposed sediment is transported back
towards the port where it needs to be dredged
and disposed again. Take note that this also
implies that port siltation leads to a reduction
in SSC, only balanced by subsequent sediment
disposal.

Ports are an integral part of the model turbid
water enters ports and waterways where it
settles in response to lower energetic
conditions. Siltation rates in ports may be so
high that this leads to a significant reduction

in the SSC in periods without maintenance
dredging (van Maren et al., 2015). Sediment
depositing in the modelled ports is therefore
removed and placed at the location of the
actual disposal area (Figure 4); disposed
sediment is not introduced as an additional
source term.
This has three important advantages:
• it provides a more accurate reproduction of
reality where the sediment concentration
near disposal areas increases relative to the
situation without dredging;
• port siltation becomes an output parameter
with which to calibrate or validate the
model;

Figure 4: Example of
actual port siltation
rates and disposal
locations in the Ems
estuary.
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This buffer model has been implemented in
software modelling programmes – the Delft3D
DELWAQ and Delft3D sediment-online. In
Delft3D DELWAQ, the hydrodynamic
simulation is decoupled from the sediment
transport computations (which are generally
much faster), allowing simulation of detailed
3D models on the timescales of years to
decades. Over such timescales, the mud
distribution in the bed reaches a dynamic
equilibrium and can provide a calibration or
validation parameter (Figure 6), in addition to
port siltation rates and more conventional
calibration parameters such as the SSC.
Through this approach, the amount of
sediment available within the model is limited
(as in many estuaries, which is shown in
Figure 3).
Figure 5. Sketch of the buffer model, depicting the the lower (S2) and upper (S1) bed layer, the erosion (E) and
deposition (D).

• t he effect of disposal scenarios on turbidity
changes can be realistically simulated.

The buffer model
The exchange of sediment between the water
and the bed is simulated by the so-called
buffer model developed by van Kessel et al.
(2011a). This model distinguishes two bed
layers (Figure 5):
• an upper layer (S1) which rapidly
accumulates and erodes and
• a deeper layer (S2) in which sediment
accumulates gradually and from which it is
only eroded during energetic conditions
such as spring tides or storms.

to the upper and lower layer (D1 and D2) can
be user-defined, where deposition in layer S1
is typically 10 to 20 times larger than to S2, or
transport from the upper layer to the lower
layer can be simulated as a mixing process
(requiring a user-defined diffusion coefficient).

The buffer model has been developed and
applied to three different cases:
• the Ems estuary,
• the Scheldt estuary, and
• the North Sea.
These can be seen in Figure 7. The setup and
application of these models have been
described in detail by van Kessel et al. (2011a,
b) and van Maren et al. (2015a) and will not

The S2 layer represents a sandy layer in which
fine sediment accumulates during calm
conditions. When the bed shear stress exceeds
a critical value the sandy layer becomes
mobile and fine sediment that infiltrated
earlier into this layer is slowly released. Most
sediment is stored in this S2 layer.
S1 represents the thin fluff layer consisting of
mud, which rapidly erodes, characteristic for
fine-grained estuarine environments. The
erosion rates of both layers are determined by
user-specified erosion parameters, where the
erosion rate of S1 is typically one order of
magnitude greater than that of S2. The
decomposition of the total deposition flux D

Figure 6. Observed (a) and modelled (b) mud fraction in the bed of the Western Scheldt (van Kessel et al., 2011b).
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be elaborated here. The following sections will
focus on the computed impacts of dredging
on turbidity.

Figure 7. Map with the
locations of ports and the
numerical model domains:
grey for the North Sea

THE EMS ESTUARY: EFFECT OF
DREDGING, DEEPENING AND
EXTRACTION ON TURBIDITY

(Port of Rotterdam study),
red for the Ems and
Scheldt studies.

The Ems river has a discharge between 30 and
250m3/s, and drains into the Ems estuary
along the Dutch-German border. The river is
very turbid with occurrences of fluid mud,
probably resulting from deepening
(Winterwerp et al., 2013; van Maren et al.,
2015b). Sediment in the Ems river and estuary
is primarily of marine origin. Both the Ems
estuary and the Ems river have undergone
large anthropogenic changes in the past
decades with the construction or extension of
three ports, Eemshaven, Delfzijl and Emden,
and a large shipyard located at Papenburg.
The present-day maintenance depths of the
approach channels to the ports are
approximately 12m for Eemshaven, 10m for
Delfzijl and 11m at Emden. To maintain these
depths regular annual maintenance dredging
of approximately 8 million m3 (van Maren et
al., 2015a) is required.
Observations in the Ems estuary suggest
turbidity is increasing at a rate of a few
milligrams per litre (mg/l) per year (van Maren
et al., 2015a). An increase in turbidity levels in
an estuary is often attributed to deepening
and port construction because of enhanced
maintenance dredging, estuarine circulation
and tidal amplification. However, since the
increase in tidal range, dredging, and
estuarine circulation typically occur
simultaneously, their relative contributions
cannot be quantified using observational data.
The dredging module provides a valuable tool
to investigate the relative contribution of
deepening and dredging.
The effect of deepening has been investigated
by running the calibrated model with a
present-day bathymetry and a historic
bathymetry from 1985. The change from
1985 to the present leads to an increase in
turbidity in the deeper sections of the estuary
(Figure 8a). More detailed analysis of the
model (van Maren et al., 2015) reveals that
stronger estuarine circulation, which has
resulted in a stronger near-bed, landward
directed flow velocity component, is the main

Figure 8. The effect of deepening, dredging, and extraction on yearly averaged SSC. (a) the increase in SSC when
returning to the 1985 bathymetry; (b) the increase in SSC when all ports are closed and associated dredging stops; (c)
the change in SSC when all sediment depositing in ports is extracted.
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driver for this increased turbidity. Hence, a
complex 3D hydrodynamic model is needed to
model the fate of fine-grained sediment in the
Ems estuary.
The largest increase in turbidity is attributed
to the extraction of sediment. From 19601990, a large amount of sediment – an
average of 1.8 million tonnes of mud every
year – was extracted from the Port of Emden
and its approaches. The model’s results
suggest that stopping this practice has led to
a very large increase in suspended sediment
concentration which can be observed in
Figure 8b. The effect of regular maintenance
dredging has been simulated by closing the
ports in the model. This creates a model
where there is no deposition in the ports and
no need for maintenance dredging. The
computed effect on the ports and the
resulting maintenance dredging is less than
the effect of deepening and the effect of
extraction (Figure 8c). The effects of harbour
siltation, maintenance dredging and disposal

are an increase near the disposal sites, but a
decrease elsewhere in the estuary.
The developed model is subsequently applied
to investigate the effect of potential
alternative disposal sites on turbidity (Figure
9). Turbidity reduces the production of algae,
especially in the outer parts of the estuary.
The numerical model can be used to assess
the impact of seaward disposal of dredged
sediment on the reduction of turbidity in the
inner estuary and the increase in turbidity in
the outer estuary. Since the outer area is most
productive, sediment needs to be disposed
very far seaward [Figure 9 (c) and (d)] in order
to improve the ecological state of the estuary.

THE SCHELDT ESTUARY: DISPOSAL
LOCATION AND RECIRCULATION
The Scheldt river has an average fresh water
discharge of 100 m3/s, with minimum and
maximum values between 20 and 600 m3/s
(Fettweis et al., 1998). The river drains into
the meso-tidal Western Scheldt on the Dutch-

Figure 9. The effect of potential disposal locations on relative change in yearly averaged SSC in percentage and in the

Belgian border. Estimates of riverine sediment
supply given by Fettweis et al. (1998), vary
from 0.75 to 2.2 106 ton/year. An additional
amount of sediment is supplied by the North
Sea which is transported upstream through
tidal asymmetry and gravitational circulation.
The sediment near the Port of Antwerp is of
both fluvial and marine origin (Verlaan, 2000).
Most sediment accumulates in the turbidity
maximum, typically located somewhere
between the Deurganckdok, a large open
container dock located in the Port of
Antwerp, and the city of Antwerp, although
accumulation is further upstream during very
low river discharge. The total amount of mud
annually dredged from the various docks in
the Port of Antwerp increased from 0.5-1
million m3 in the 1990s to 3.3 million m3
between 2009 and 2013. Approximately 1
million m3 originates from the Deurganckdok,
which opened in 2005.
The Scheldt estuary and its tidal river is a
classic funnel-shaped estuary. Close to the
Port of Antwerp, the estuary has become
fairly small, making accommodation space for
sediment very limited. This raises three
important questions which can be quantified
through numerical models:
1. What are the impacts of dredging and
disposal locations on estuarine sediment
concentrations?
2. What are the sediment recirculation rates
of dredged sediment?
3. How can disposal locations be optimised?
The computed recirculation rate of dredged
sediment is very high in Antwerp – 70%
according to van Kessel et al. (2015). About
45% of the sediment dredged from the Port
of Antwerp originated from the
Deurganckdok and 25% from the other ports
(Figure 10). Recirculation rates of sediment
dredged from the Port of Vlissingen, which is
located at the mouth of the Scheldt estuary
(Figures 6 and 7) are much lower at
approximately 15% (Figure 10). Most
sediment deposits in this port are directly of
marine origin. Strategies to minimise
recirculation rates will therefore not be very
effective for the Port of Vlissingen but may
have great potential for the Port of Antwerp.

same scale as Figure 8. Figures 9(a) - (d) depict the effect of different disposal locations, with the disposal location in
each figure denoted with a black dot.

Most muddy sediment dredged from the
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Figure 10. Left, Computed origin of
sediment deposits in the Port of
Vlissingen at the estuary mouth and
right, in the Port of Antwerp’s upper
estuary. Near Vlissingen only 15% of
the dredged material has been
previously dredged for the port,
contrasting with the Port of Antwerp
where 70% of the dredged sediment
is recirculated sediment. The
remaining sediment is of marine or
fluvial origin (labelled fresh).

various docks and locks is disposed close to
Antwerp (Figure 11). Simulations with the
dredging module in combination with a wellcalibrated hydrodynamic and sediment
transport model (van Kessel et al., 2011b)
reveal that a downstream migration of the
disposal location leads to an overall reduction
of the sediment concentration in the port
area, where the sediment is presently
disposed, and in the upstream river of

10-20% (Figure 11). This leads to a similar
decrease in the dredging volumes up-estuary
of Deurganckdok and a reduction of 7% in
Deurganckdok.
The length along the main channel for which
an increase in sediment concentration is
predicted is smaller at the new location
compared to the old location (Figure 11). As
the estuary is wider downstream, the absolute

increase in sediment concentration near the
new location is smaller than the decrease near
the old location (20-25 mg/l). However, the
relative increase is larger because of lower
background sediment concentration (70 mg/l)
at the new location compared to that at the
old location (130 mg/l).
Which of these disposal sites is most suitable
depends on two elements. The first is cost,

Figure 11. Effect of changing disposal location of sediment deposits in the Port of Antwerp. Left: Yearly average sediment concentration (existing disposal location), including the
existing and potential future disposal location. Right: Change in yearly averaged SSC resulting from a change in disposal location.
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which is related to the sailing distance of
dredge vessels and dredging amount. The
second is the environmental impact, which is
related to the change in sediment
concentration and sensitivity of local
ecosystems. A down-estuary relocation of the
mud disposal site appears nevertheless to be
advantageous.

THE PORT OF ROTTERDAM: LONGTERM PLUME DISPERSION AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR RECIRCULATION
OF DREDGED MATERIAL
In recent years, the Port of Rotterdam was
expanded through the construction of the
Maasvlakte 2 land reclamations. The
construction works required large-scale sand
mining from the nearby seafloor in the Dutch
coastal zone. An extensive study on the longterm effects of the resulting sediment plume
dispersion caused by sand mining reveals that
the spatial and temporal effect of individual
plumes prior to deposition on the sea bed is
limited, but the cumulative effect of
thousands of plumes is felt at larger spatial
and temporal scales. The sandy seabed
becomes gradually enriched with fines,
resulting in slightly enhanced turbidity levels
during and after storms compared to a
scenario without sand mining. The effect
continues for a few years after the completion
of sand mining, after which turbidity returns
to its original level.
The duration of these enhanced turbidity
levels is determined by the residence of fines
in the Dutch coastal zone. It is estimated at
four years using concentrations of

contaminants adhering to the fines (Laane et
al., 1999). In fact, the overall effect is small
compared to the natural variability of fine
sediment dynamics (van Kessel and Van
Maren, 2013) and does not have significant
ecological impact. Still the results suggest that
rethinking the dispersion strategy for
maintenance dredging would be beneficial,
because the amount of fine sediment released
into the North Sea for maintenance dredging
to provide access to the Port of Rotterdam is
larger than the capital dredging works
described above. Average maintenance
dredging in the port and its access channels is
15 million tonnes per year.
The present dredged material disposal strategy
is based on short-term tracer and model
studies on the return flow of dispersed mud
from the release location towards the harbour
basins. This yields a return percentage of
12.5% (De Kok, 2004). However, the integral
model including the buffering of fines in the
seabed in combination with port sediment
circulation reveals that in the long-term SSC
does substantially increase. Mud dispersion
from the continuously used release location
results in the gradual enrichment of the sandy
seabed with fines in the wide surroundings,
thus enhancing background suspended
sediment levels. Furthermore, the return
percentage of the released mud fraction
increases significantly from 12.5% (the existing
estimate based on short-term studies) to more
than 50% after 10 years (Figure 12). This
implies that over 50% of the mud suspended
in the Dutch coastal zone nearby Rotterdam
has been dredged at least once from its port.

Although further study is required, it is likely
that a release location farther offshore beyond
the region of freshwater influence of the
Rhine may substantially reduce maintenance
dredging volumes in the Rotterdam harbour
area.

A SYNTHESIS: MODELLING THE
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF DREDGING
The long-term impact of dredging on
estuarine SSC is strongly influenced by the
amount of available fine sediment. In the
examples discussed here, the amount of
sediment is fairly limited. Fine-grained
sediment is present in the water column, and
a small amount of sediment deposits in and
on the dominantly sandy seabed. Even in the
fairly turbid Ems and Scheldt estuaries, the
amount of instantaneously suspended
sediment is much lower than the yearly
dredging volumes. Sediment is recycled, which
has a big impact on the effect of ports on
estuarine turbidity.
Many estuaries have been strongly impacted
by concurrent human developments such as
channel deepening and tidal amplification;
port construction and resulting dredging
requirements; and loss of intertidal areas. As
such developments take place simultaneously
and the systems may respond slowly,
numerical models in which these effects can
be switched on and off individually can be
used to determine which of these human
impacts has the largest impact on turbidity.
Data is often unavailable for the long periods
required to do a thorough study. It is only

Figure 12. Fraction of dredged mud dispersed continuously from release location within total near-bed SPM concentration (left to right) after 2 weeks, 1 year and 10 years.
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documented if the concentration changed but
why the concentration changed remains
undocumented. Applying the dredging
module to the Ems estuary suggests that in
that particular system the effect of deepening
(and the resulting modified hydrodynamics)
was larger than that of dredging and disposal.
However, the main reduction in turbidity may
be achieved by taking sediment out of the
system. Disposing sediment at sea may result
in similar reductions in the sediment
concentration.
Such quantitative knowledge is needed for
policy makers to design and execute measures
aimed at reducing the turbidity in the estuary
as imposed by the Water Framework
Directive. In a convergent, funnel-shaped
estuary as the Western Scheldt, the
recirculation rate depends on the location
within the estuary. The recirculation rate is
low near the seaward entrance of the estuary,
but increases in the landward direction. The
example of the Port of Rotterdam illustrates
the importance of considering long timescales
for cumulative plume impact assessments and
sediment recirculation studies. What may
appear to be optimal in the short-term may
not be so in the long-term. Given the
importance of sediment recirculation,
opportunities exist to optimise the dredging
location.
The approach brought forward here differs
from the approach commonly adopted in
numerical modelling of the impact of
dredging:
First, most dredge plume assessments are
simulated for a short period and disposed
sediment is added to the system (and not
dredged from a modelled port). Such an
approach will by definition lead to an increase
in the sediment concentration and is not
suitable to assess the long-term effects of
dredging on turbidity.
Secondly, many studies aiming at longer
timescales and accounting for ambient SSC
are erosion-rate limited. The model discussed
here is supply-limited, with a finite amount of
available sediment and with an erosion rate
depending on the amount of sediment on the
bed. Erosion-rate limited models assume large
sediment availability at the bed. Such a model

is calibrated by varying the erosion parameters
of the prescribed bed layer until the modelled
concentrations approach a realistic value or
preferably, measurements. Such models are
usually erosional in the energetic areas and
not in equilibrium or depositional (as most
estuaries are). Furthermore, sediment dredged
from a port and disposed in an estuary will
become part of a bed that already has an
infinite amount (within modelled timescales)
of sediment available at the bed. As a result,
disposed sediment will not increase the
sediment resuspension rates relative to the
background conditions. These models will
therefore always underestimate the effect of
dredging and disposal on turbidity and will
underestimate recirculation rates.

Dredging strategies can be optimised for
economic or environmental purposes, and
estuarine turbidity improved to enhance
ecological functioning.
A methodology has been provided here to
compare:
1. Dredging requirements and therefore
economic costs to sediment concentration
impacts and consequently environmental
impacts
2. Whether a decrease in turbidity in one part
of the estuary is sufficiently beneficial to
allow an increase in turbidity elsewhere in
the estuary.

CONCL U S IONS
The amount of fine-grained sediment
annually depositing in or the residual
transport through estuaries by natural
processes is often smaller than the annual
dredging requirements. A large amount of
the sediment dredged from ports then
recirculates – sediment is continuously
dredged from a port, disposed in the
estuary and ultimately transported back to
the port. In the long-term, this may lead to
an increase in SSC levels. The long-term
response in SSC and the return flow to the
ports depend on sediment transport
mechanisms and may greatly vary per
system. The recirculation rate (and thereby
human impacts on the system) increase
with increasing dredging volumes and
decreasing natural sediment transport
rates. In estuaries with a large residual
transport rate or accommodation space
where fine sediments can settle, the

recirculation rate is much lower as
disposed sediment is rapidly taken out of
the system.
In systems with a large recirculation rate,
dredging strategies can be optimised.
Measures can be devised aimed at a
reduction in estuarine sediment
concentration or dredging costs or
preferably, both.
Such strategies can be optimised using a
numerical model which accounts for
buffering of fines in the seabed; an
integral dredging and disposal routine; and
detailed hydrodynamic sediment transport
processes. It should be able to run
sufficiently long, from a few years to
approximately 10 years, to achieve dynamic
equilibrium.
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TIM MADDOCK AND MARNIX VANDENBERGHE

A REVIEW OF THE FIDIC BLUE BOOK
(SECOND EDITION)
AB S T RAC T

INTRO DU CT ION

In 1999, “Fédération Internationale des
Ingénieurs-Conseils” (FIDIC) or “The
International Federation of Consulting
Engineers” published new standard forms of
contract, but those contracts did not meet the
specific needs of dredging and reclamation
work. The IADC contacted FIDIC about
the possibility of a separate FIDIC dredging
contract, and a Task Group was formed which
produced the FIDIC Form of Contract for
Dredging and Reclamation Works published
in 2006.

“Fédération Internationale des IngénieursConseils” (FIDIC) or “The International
Federation of Consulting Engineers” is an
umbrella organisation whose members are
national associations of consulting engineers.
The FIDIC Form of Contract for Dredging
and Reclamation Works or Blue-Green Book
first appeared as a test edition in 2001. It
was based on FIDIC’s Short Form of Contract
(First edition, 1999), also known as the Green
Book, but with the addition of an engineer
appointed by the employer. Test editions are
not popular with any industry and there was
no significant usage of the FIDIC Blue-Green
Book until it appeared as a first edition in
2006. This first edition is now commonly
known as the FIDIC Blue Book.

Ten years later a new edition of this work has
been issued. This article analyses the second
edition of the FIDIC Form of Contract for
Dredging and Reclamation Works, commonly
referred to as the FIDIC Blue Book. The new
edition updates the first edition to better
reflect actual practice and to increase usage
of the book. To achieve this, the second
edition’s “General Conditions of Contract”
are more specific to the needs of the marine
construction industry and the book provides
more specialised guidance notes to help
employers. The book is now also more aligned
with the other FIDIC Contracts to achieve an
appropriate balance of risk.

Following a meeting in 2011 with the
International Association of Dredging
Companies’ (IADC) Legal Committee,
comprised of the company lawyers of its
members, a decision was made to improve the

Above: Stakeholders need to refer to specialised
contracts for dredging and reclamation works. The new
edition of the FIDIC Blue Book addresses specific
concerns and needs of stakeholders for such projects.

Blue Book by making it more specialised and
suited for dredging and reclamation.
Bearing in mind the suggestions for change
put forward by IADC, FIDIC established Task
Group 7 (TG7) to consider the improvements
that could be made to the first edition. TG7
was chaired by John Greenhalgh and the
group included Dr Roger Maddrell. Edward
Corbett of Corbett & Co from the original
drafting team was also part of the group.
They were all appointed by FIDIC. The IADC
was represented by Marnix Vandenberghe
and Tim Maddock. In this way, the Task Group
had a balance of expertise to represent the
interests and concerns of various stakeholders
– employers, engineers and contractors.

THE NEW EDITION
The plan for a new edition (Figure 1) was
twofold:
• m
 ake it more user-friendly and reduce the
need for particular conditions. This would
make it easier to suggest its use to clients
in emerging markets.
• m
 ake it more specific to the dredging
industry with the aim of reducing the
preference of some employers to refer to
other FIDIC Contracts that are in fact not
suited to marine construction.
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Figure 1. The second edition of the FIDIC Blue Book.

FIDIC instructed the Task Group at the outset
not to make changes for change’s sake, but
only when the group was convinced that an
improvement was necessary. This proved a
very good doctrine to follow. The result is that
the strengths of the original contract have
been maintained and the number of changes
kept to a minimum.
The process was a long one because every
change was carefully considered. In 2013,
the proposed draft changes were reviewed
by selected industry specialists – both legal
and engineering – and by the FIDIC Contracts
Committee’s special advisors. Throughout
2014, a number of issues remained unresolved
including the limitation of liability, which was
debated at the “FIDIC International Contract
Users’ Conference” in December 2014. These
issues were finally resolved by the FIDIC
Contracts Committee which then undertook
the task of completing and publishing the
second edition. FIDIC released this new edition
in September 2016.
The second edition of the FIDIC Blue Book can
be utilised for all dredging and reclamation
projects. It is less suitable for complicated
marine construction or offshore projects
as it lacks the elaborate testing and taking
over procedures often required on complex
construction jobs. It is user-friendly and utilises

clear and precise wording for non-native
English speakers. Furthermore, no disputes
over the FIDIC Blue Book have arisen about
the wording of the standard “Conditions
of Contract”. The disputes that did arise
were typically concerning payment issues
and the meaning of technical specifications
or soil information. In comparison, the long
and complex clauses from the other FIDIC
Contracts (in particular the Red, Yellow and
Silver books), have often led to arguments
from employers, engineers and contractors.

of time when the anticipated quantities were
increased. This undermined the employer’s
entitlement to a fixed completion date and
right to apply delay damages. This omission
has been addressed in the amendment to
clause 7.3 in the new edition which provides
for an extension of time:

A SPECIALIST CONTRACT FOR THE
DREDGING AND RECLAMATION
INDUSTRY

Responsibility for design

The first edition of the FIDIC Blue Book
replaced the FIDIC Conditions of Contract
for Works of Civil Engineering Construction
(Fourth Edition, 1987) – also known as the
fourth edition FIDIC Red Book – as the main
FIDIC contract proposed for dredging and
reclamation works. The FIDIC Red Book was
typically completed by a Part II which consisted
of particular conditions to suit the nature of
the project. The Blue Book on the other hand
was a specific contract for specialised marine
work. Unfortunately the original “Notes for
Guidance” gave very little help to clients and
engineers on how to procure this type of work.
The IADC wanted to see certain changes
in the FIDIC Blue Book to reflect the
specialised nature of dredging works, where
standardisation does not work and clear
guidance notes are required to help users.

Increased dredging quantities
The traditional method of procuring
dredging and reclamation works was using
a re-measurement contract with the client’s
engineer being responsible for design. This
was, and still is, seen as the most cost-effective
way for employers to procure such types of
projects.
Users, however, noticed that the first edition
Blue Book needed to be adapted to ensure
that the contractor has additional time
to complete the works where the actual
quantities to be dredged or reclaimed exceed
those anticipated. Without an amendment,
the first edition did not work fully as a
re-measurable contract, because the
contractor was not entitled to an extension

“…where the actual quantity is greater than
the quantity stated in the Contract for that
item having due regard to any reduction in
quantities elsewhere …”.

The first edition Blue Book introduced the
idea that more dredging and reclamation
projects might be carried out on a ‘design and
build’ basis. In practice, however, it has to be
recognised that most employers wish to follow
the traditional working method whereby the
employers provide the design themselves or
through their design engineers.
In this new second edition, the “General
Conditions” still allow for a design and build
arrangement, but the heading for clauses
5.1 and 5.2 now states “Design” instead of
“Contractor’s Design”. This aligns with the
fact that in most cases the design is provided
by the employer through the specification
and drawings for which the employer is
responsible.
In the situation where the contractor is to
be responsible for the design, the “Notes
for Guidance” set out relevant boundary
conditions that the employer needs to define
in a proper set of employer’s requirements. In
this way non-specialist employers will gain a
much better understanding of what they need
to provide.

Fitness for purpose
The Task Group also looked closely at the
‘fitness for purpose’ obligation contained
in clause 5.2. The IADC representatives
were very concerned about the extent of
the obligations in relation to a fitness for
purpose, whereby the purposes were to be
“inferred from the Contract”. This concern
was particularly strong as dredging contracts
are often used for the dredging of a channel
to allow access to certain types of vessels or
for the reclamation of a piece of land to allow
construction of certain types of buildings.
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reached was to adopt terminology similar to
that found in the LOGIC “Standard Contracts
for the U.K. Oil and Gas Industry”. These
forms do not provide for general inference on
the subject of fitness for purpose, but where
no purpose is specified, the item shall be fit
for its ordinary purpose. The new sub-clause
5.2 now provides that where the contractor is
responsible for design, it shall be “fit for the
intended purposes as specified in the Contract
or, where no purposes are specified, fit for
their ordinary purposes”.

operation and use of its vessels, the employer
should almost always be responsible for
the overriding permits required to carry
out the specific work. This includes permits
related to construction and zonal planning,
environmental permits, dredging or disposal
licences. The IADC consulted users and a
typical list of statutory fees and charges are
now included in the second edition in a tick
box contained in the “Contract Data”
for which the employer will be responsible
(Table I).

In 2002, he joined Jan De Nul where

Bathymetric surveys

he worked mostly on overseas projects

The fourth edition FIDIC Red Book did not
provide for a simple solution to measurement
for marine construction contracts. It envisages
that engineers possess the means to measure
the work (clause 56.1). This is of course true
for land based civil works, but not for marine
construction below water level. Dredging
contractors own and operate sophisticated
underwater measurement equipment that
employers and engineers do not possess and
it has never been practicable to make the
engineer responsible for actually executing the
measurement of underwater activities. Whilst
it was not possible to address this matter in
the “General Conditions”, this issue is now
covered in the “Notes for Guidance”.

The “Notes for Guidance” on clause 2.2
contain a further list of permits and licences
that may be required for the project and
that can be incorporated in the contract as
well. This list (Table II) was produced after
consultation with various dredging companies.
The list is extensive with a suggested
indication of responsibility allocation which
reflects common practice in the industry.
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Permits and licences

responsible for the international contract

Clarity about permits is always important
in dredging and reclamation. Although
the contractor remains responsible for the

management and dispute resolution of
Van Oord. For the last 15 years, he has

Site data
The smooth running of a dredging and
reclamation project more often than not
depends on the quality of information
provided at the outset. Most importantly,
employers should understand from the start
how much and what level of data is required
for the works. Therefore, in clause 2.3 the
description of the site data to be provided was
further specified and in the General Section
of the “Notes for Guidance,” as well as under
the notes for clauses 2.3 and 6.1, the nature

been involved in contracting and dispute
resolution worldwide, including Singapore,
Romania, Australia, Dubai, India and
Argentina and is very familiar with all
international standard forms. He was part
of the FIDIC task group that reviewed
the Form of Contract for Dredging and

Reclamation.

Notices, fees and other
charges to be given or paid
by the Employer

1.6

The Employer shall be responsible for those
ticked below:
Tick box
import duties

wharfage
pilotage
harbour dues
dredging and dumping fees

Though the simple purpose of the channel or
reclamation is easy to determine, the longterm requirements for vessels or buildings are
not within the contractor’s control. Engineers
and employers then argued it was impractical
to specify the purpose for each underlying
item (e.g. a navigation light). The compromise

royalties for sand extraction
other
* E mployer to tick to indicate provision
by Employer

Table I. A typical list of statutory fees and charges that employers have to tick to indicate provision.
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Permits, licences and approvals

Responsible Party

Planning or zonal permission or licence

Employer

Environmental

Employer

Dredging licence

Employer

Dumping licence

Employer

Mining licence / Sand extraction permit

Employer

Reclamation permit

Employer

Foreshore licence

Employer

Construction permit (onshore / offshore)

Employer

Offshore installation permit

Employer

Operating permit

Employer

Operator permit

Employer

Access permit

Employer

No objection certificate from a utility provider or third party

Employer

Flag dispensation (CIS)

Employer

Customs clearance for imported equipment
[with the assistance of the Employer]

Contractor

All licences and certificates required for the operation of the
Contractor’s equipment including IMO [International Maritime
Organisation] requirements for seagoing vessels

Contractor

All licences and certificates required for the contractor’s
personnel including visas, safety and other qualifications

Contractor

Licence for inland / coastal navigation

Contractor

Table II. A list of permits and licences that may be required for a project.

of the information to be provided is discussed.
These revisions bring more clarity to the site
data needed.
The most common dispute on a dredging
contract relates to the contractor encountering
soil conditions that were not reasonably
foreseeable and whether the contractor should
be paid for any additional costs that arise. It
is often difficult and expensive to resolve such
disputes. Normally, employers do not want the
contractors to include the risk of unforeseen
conditions in their original price, unless it is
almost certain this risk will materialise.
Using a geotechnical base report as a
reference (as generally done on tunnelling
contracts) is recommended, as is establishing
what the expected soil conditions on a project
will be. This in effect creates a specification
for the soil in the same way other elements of
construction are specified. In the event of the
project running into difficulties caused by soil
conditions, the geotechnical base report can
be used to decide if the conditions were really
unforeseeable. This creates the potential for
a claim to fall within the conditions expected
at the site. This is the best way to avoid and/
or resolve disputes over soil conditions and to
ensure that employers only pay for the actual
soil conditions encountered.

Dredgers work 24/7
Dredgers are very expensive vessels and
typically operate around the clock. Historically,
the most common qualification on tenders
by dredging contractors was the requirement
that they be allowed to work 24/7 (Figure 2).
Whilst this requirement was included in the
‘recommended’ particular conditions for the
fourth edition Red Book, it is now dealt with
properly in the new clause 7.5.
“The Contractor is entitled to carry out his
operations continuously by day and by night,
regardless of weekends, days of rest, local
holidays, religious festivals or other customs,
unless otherwise stated in the Contract Data
and subject to compliance with the Laws
where the operations are carried out.”

Amendments to the “Defined Risks”
section
Figure 2. The second edition of the FIDIC Blue Book addresses conditions regarding dredgers operating 24/7.

In order to reduce the need for particular
conditions to amend or further complement
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the “General Conditions of Contract”, users
of the FIDIC Blue Book considered it necessary
to review clause 6.1 “Defined Risks”. At
the same time the wording was revised for
consistency between the various paragraphs.
This included:
• “interruptions due to ship movements in
excess of those specified in the Contract
Data”
The “Contract Data” is the place that allows
the employer to tailor the contract to suit the
project. Employers determine where the works
are to be executed so the risk of interruptions
due to third party ship movements is now
also contemplated as a “Defined Risk” in the
revised clause 6.1 as specified in the “Contract
Data”.
• “climatic or hydrological conditions more
adverse than those specified in the Contract
Data”
The parties now also have the opportunity
in the “Contract Data” to clearly define the
boundaries applicable to allocate the risks of
climatic and hydrological conditions.
• “rebellion, terrorism, revolution, insurrection,
military or usurped power, piracy, or civil war,
affecting the Works”
Piracy is a common maritime risk, especially
when vessels are mobilised through a risk
zone. The risks of piracy are now expressly
recognised as a “Defined Risk” in clause 6.1(b).
With reference to “Defined Risks” 6.1(a)
and 6.1(b), the “Notes for Guidance” clarify
that a premium increase for the war risks
cover (which includes piracy) implemented by
underwriters following advice from the Joint
War Committee in London, falls within the
scope of additional costs envisaged by clause
10.4 “Contractor’s Right to Claim”.

Application of standby rates
Dredging contracts often include standby rates
because the contractor continues to incur cost
while his equipment is standing idle. To avoid
disputes over what sums are recoverable for a
“Defined Risk”, sub-clause 10.4 now expressly
refers to “the application of rates stated in the
Contract for this purpose” when it comes to
determining the cost of idle time as a result of
a Defined Risk.

Payment Provisions
The Blue Book is meant to be flexible. As a
consequence, the payment provisions can be
adapted to almost all forms of pricing. Indeed,
this is very important if an employer requires
simple maintenance dredging. In that case,
the most cost-effective arrangement would
be more akin to a charter contract where the
vessel is hired on a day rate (effectively a cost
plus basis). Whereas if the employer needs
financing to fund a reclamation project, then a
lump sum price might be required. Again the
“Notes for Guidance” were found to be the
best place to give the parties information on
the different approaches.

Prolonged suspension
Another novelty is the right for the contractor
to terminate work following prolonged
suspension instigated by an engineer’s
instruction. If the suspension only affects part
of the works, the contractor may seek to omit
the relevant part. It goes without saying that
keeping dredgers on standby for a longer
period of time needs to be avoided. Dredging
vessels are expensive and while being forced
to stand idle, the dredging contractor may be
missing opportunities to carry out work for
others. A new clause 7.6, “Suspension lasting
more than 28 days” has been put in place. To
trigger this clause, the suspension may not be
attributable to any failure by the contractor
and must exceed 28 days. In addition the
contractor has an obligation to submit the
requisite notifications to the employer.

for a project if an event is covered by one
policy only, with the premium being paid by
the party best placed to insure that specific
risk.
The provisions of clause 14.1 “Arrangements”
have also been rewritten to make it clearer
what evidence has to be provided and when in
relation to insurance. Employers or engineers
sometimes require the contractor to produce
copies of entire policies. This practice becomes
particularly onerous as regards Protection and
Indemnity (P&I) insurance where the terms
and conditions are contained in entire rule
books. This situation is not exceptional as
dredging companies, just like ship owners in
the merchant marine sector, often join a P&I
Club to insure the marine liabilities of their
fleet. In such cases, a certificate of entry for
the relevant vessel issued by a P&I Club should
be satisfactory evidence that the insurance
coverage is in place.
In general, the insurance clauses are now more
suited to dredging and reclamation, although
they may still require amendment for work to
be carried out in close proximity to operating
facilities such as oil and gas platforms.
The revised clause 14.1 also contemplates
insurance to be provided by the employer that
may suit a project involving other contractors
which will require an overall policy or where
the employer is better placed to insure. In such
circumstances, the employer will be able to
save costs or minimise risk by taking out the
insurance itself.

Insurance
In relation to insurance, IADC members
found that employers are not used to the
types of insurance maintained in the marine
construction industry. The insurance table now
provided in the “Contract Data” was set up
to clarify the extent and scope of coverage for
each type of insurance. It sets out a default
position to identify the party required to
take out the respective insurance policies.
This feature was clearly lacking in the first
edition of the FIDIC Blue Book. The “Notes
for Guidance” now also include detailed
explanations of the insurance coverage with
the view to ensuring that employers can make
informed decisions.
Another aim was to avoid parties insuring the
same risk twice. It is always more cost-effective

ALIGNMENT WITH THE RAINBOW
SUITE OF CONTRACTS
Most users of the Blue Book are also and
sometimes more familiar with the remainder
of the FIDIC Rainbow Suite of Contracts
(Figure 3). With that knowledge many users
consider that a number of matters were more
properly addressed in the Rainbow Suite.
Acknowledging that, the second edition of the
Blue Book includes new clauses that align the
contract with the Rainbow Suite.

Performance security
First, a clear contractual obligation protecting
the contractor against a wrongful call of a
performance security has been added [clause
4.4]. This reflects sub-clause 4.2 of the FIDIC
Rainbow Suite of Contracts.
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“…The Employer shall indemnify and hold
the Contractor harmless against and from all
damages, losses and expenses (including legal
fees and expenses) resulting from a claim
under the performance security which the
Employer was not entitled to make.”

Employer’s financial arrangements
Secondly, a new provision has been inserted to
make sure that an employer provides sufficient
evidence of funding for the original works
or any substantial variation [clause 2.5]. This
reflects sub-clause 2.4 of the FIDIC Rainbow
Suite of Contracts.
“The Employer shall submit within 28
days after receiving any request from the
Contractor, reasonable evidence that financial
arrangements have been made and are being
maintained which will enable the Employer
to fulfil his payment obligations under the
Contract.”

Force majeure or Exceptional events
Thirdly, the concept that the contractor could
recover cost incurred as a result of any force
majeure event was abandoned in favour of
the Rainbow Suite approach. Recovery of cost
is now limited to certain categories of force
majeure events only. The “Defined Risks” in
relation to similar force majeure events has
now been modernised by removing the subclause dealing with pressure waves and also
addresses munitions and piracy [clause 6.1(b)
and (d)].

In addition, the name of the defined term
“Force Majeure” has been changed as it has
different meanings in different jurisdictions.
FIDIC was concerned that its use (as a defined
term) might contradict the meaning it has
under the applicable law. Therefore, the new
FIDIC Blue Book no longer refers to “Force
Majeure” but to “Exceptional Events”.

Subsequent legislation
A fourth change relates to change in law. In
the first edition, the concept of 'change in
law' referred to a change in the law of the
contract. This, however, caused a problem
when the law of the contract was different
from that of the site. The second edition has
brought that clause in line with the Rainbow
Suite, where due regard is given to the effects
of changes in the law of the country where
the works are executed. The new Blue Book
offers the opportunity to include changes
in the law of the contract or locations other
than the site through adding countries in the
“Contract Data”. It now also recognises that
the effect of changes in the governmental or
judicial interpretations of laws can fall within
the ambit of clause 6.1 (o).

Terminology: Contract data &
Exceptional events
In addition, there is a preference within FIDIC,
especially since the Gold Book, for describing
the “Appendix” as “Contract Data”. This
approach was adopted by the Task Group
for obvious reasons of consistency. The same
reasoning from the Gold Book was used

Figure 3. The various books in the FIDIC Rainbow Suite of Contracts.

to change the name of the defined term
“Force Majeure” to “Exceptional Events” as
mentioned before.

Limitation of liability
Finally, and most controversially, the limitation
of liability and exclusion of consequential loss
provisions have been brought in line with the
Rainbow Suite. Users of the FIDIC Blue Book
found the layered set-up of sub-clause 13.3
in the “Appendix” difficult to work with. This
often resulted in the provision being replaced
by more straightforward wording in the
particular conditions. As the Task Group aimed
at avoiding the need for particular conditions,
this sub-clause definitely needed a revision. It
was also a matter of record that the liability
provisions contained in the Rainbow Suite of
Contracts were set up in an entirely different
manner than those of the Blue Book.
The new sub-clause 13.3 is as follows:
(a) Neither Party shall be liable to the
other Party for any loss of use of any
Works, loss of profit, loss of contract,
loss of opportunity or for any indirect
or consequential loss or damage which
may be suffered by the other Party in
connection with the Contract other than
under Sub-Clauses 7.4 [Late Completion]
and 12.4 [Payment upon Termination] and
except as provided in the Contract Data.
(b) The total liability of the Contractor to the
Employer, under or in connection with the
Contract or at law (including tort), shall not
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exceed the amount stated in the Contract
Data or (if an amount is not so stated) the
Accepted Contract Amount.
(c) This Sub-Clause shall not limit liability in
any case of fraud, deliberate default or
reckless misconduct by the defaulting Party.
The Task Group was split on the need to
make this change and the matter was
made a subject of debate and vote (3:1 in
favour) at the “FIDIC International Contract
Users’ Conference” in December 2014. This
issue was then finally decided by the FIDIC
Contracts Committee. The earlier approach,
which made a differentiation between various
grounds for liability, has now been abandoned
in favour of a general and reciprocal exclusion
of liability for indirect and consequential
losses. The new clause 13.3 also leaves it to
the parties to agree on the contractor’s overall
limit on liability to the employer by stating
the cap in the “Contract Data”, the default
position being that the total liability is limited
to the “Accepted Contract Amount”.

One exception: “vesting”
On one occasion the Rainbow Suite approach
was abandoned, as the concept that title to
the equipment would vest in the employer
until completion of the contract is in fact
irreconcilable with dredging practice. The
requirement for the contractor to leave behind
its dredging equipment following termination
for default was described in the guidance
notes of the first edition as causing 'significant
practical difficulties'. Imagine the crewing
issues the employer of a dredging contractor
would face if electing to take over and use the
contractor’s dredging equipment to complete
the works following termination. The same
goes for complying with insurance and safety
regulations.
Moreover, the contractor is not always in a
position to allow the employer to take over
the equipment, even on a temporary basis.
Equipment supplied by a contractor may
include ships taken on charter; allowing
the employer the unrestricted right to use
such equipment without the specific written
agreement of the equipment owner is often
prohibited. The practice of “vesting” is also
irreconcilable with the financing arrangements
for dredging equipment. Another reason to

depart from the Rainbow Suite approach is
that, as opposed to civil contractors, dredging
contractors operate equipment with an initial
value often exceeding the value of the project
itself. An obligation for the contractor to
leave behind expensive dredging equipment
following termination would therefore be a
disproportionate measure. This idea has now
been redressed and sub-clause 12.1 [Default
by Contractor] was amended accordingly.

Arbitration
Within the Task Group the question whether
sub-clause 15.3 [International Arbitration]
should include an option for the parties to
determine the seat of the arbitration was also
debated. The consensus was that employers
and contractors often seek external or inhouse counsel involvement to review their
contracts, and that an informed decision when
choosing the seat of the arbitration should
therefore be guaranteed.
That advice was not followed by the FIDIC
Contracts Committee which preferred to
leave the selection of the place of arbitration
to the Arbitration Court of the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and its
Secretariat in Paris. On that topic, the “Notes
for Guidance” state that the ICC Court will
“in accordance with its usual practice, select
a place in a country which is neutral as to the
parties and which has a satisfactory arbitration
law”. The parties can agree either by adding
a particular condition to that effect or by
jointly choosing the place when the dispute
is referred for arbitration, the latter of course
only being a valid option when the parties are
still on speaking terms. Should the parties wish
to refer their dispute to another arbitration
body than the ICC Court, they can always
agree on another forum through the particular
conditions.

CURRENT USE OF THE FIDIC BLUE
BOOK
According to the information provided by
the IADC on the use of the FIDIC Blue Book
between 2006 to 2013, the Blue Book
has been slowly gaining popularity, with a
constant increase in usage since 2010 (Figure
4). However, there has been a low uptake of
the FIDIC Blue Book in Australia, the United
Kingdom and the original European Union
countries. This is presumably because in these

areas both clients and consultants prefer their
own national standard contracts rather than
any FIDIC contract. In Russia, there appears
to be only one instance when the FIDIC Blue
Book was utilised. Generally, contracts in
Russia, Scandinavia and the emerging Baltic
states are based on FIDIC but heavily modified,
which is not in the contractor’s favour and
makes negotiating difficult.
There is widespread use of the Blue Book in
India, Indonesia, Nigeria and the Philippines.
In addition, there is a growing market for
Blue Book contracts in Central and South
America such as the Caribbean, Chile, Costa
Rica, Colombia, Panama and Uruguay.
Contrary to what was done for the Rainbow
Suite of Contracts, FIDIC did not provide the
industry with an official Spanish or Portuguese
translation of the Blue Book. Consequently,
in the near future, the IADC will be assisting
FIDIC to produce a Spanish and Portuguese
version of the second edition of the Blue Book
to help promote it further in regions where the
translated versions are necessary.
In addition, statistics suggest that there has
been repeated use by clients that reflects a
degree of satisfaction with the FIDIC Blue
Book. This indicates that the value of the FIDIC
Blue Book is well recognised and that this new
version, which has clarified many details, will
also be well-received.
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C ON C LUSI ONS
In conclusion, important changes have
been made to the second edition of the
FIDIC Blue Book, making it significantly
more suited to the technical requirements
of the dredging industry and in line with
the overall balance of risk of the FIDIC
Rainbow Suite of Contracts.
The Blue Book is a practical contract for
people to use and the new edition offers
much more help for employers in the
“Notes for Guidance”. It is even more
user-friendly than the first edition and
utilises clear and precise wording for

Kinlan, David (2016). Fair Contract Conditions
and Competition. Terra et Aqua, Number 142,
March, pp. 25-30.

non-native English speakers. This will
increase its usefulness for projects in
emerging markets. All parties should find it
very clear, particularly with all the “Defined
Risks” brought together in one place.
Using the Blue Book guidance should
ensure that not every project requires a
lawyer or contract manager to administer
the contract on both sides. It is much more
straightforward for the contractor to simply
get on with executing the works.
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IADC SAFETY AWARD 2016
I N T R OD UC TI ON
Dredging operations are risky and as such, the
dredging industry pays a lot of attention to
safety. It maintains a level of safety that can
compete with offshore oil and gas sectors.
The International Association of Dredging
Companies (IADC) is committed to promoting
safety in the industry and established the
Safety Committee that enables sharing of best
practices amongst its members.
This year, IADC established the IADC Safety
Award to encourage the development of
safety skills on the job and to reward people
and companies demonstrating diligence in
safety awareness in the performance of their
profession in the dredging industry.
Nominations for the IADC Safety Award 2016
were open till 31 May, 2016 and the Safety
Committee received eight nominations. The
Committee proposed the top three nominations
to the IADC Board. The Board selected the
winner. Nominations were assessed on five
different categories – sustainability; level of
impact on the industry; simplicity in use;
effectiveness; and level of innovation.

dredging industry as well as the easiness of
use. Innovation was an important element in
the assessment and companies had to give
detailed description of the innovative elements
and the methodology or technique of their
nomination. Furthermore, the potential
benefits of the product, technology or safety
technique for the dredging industry had to be
described and how they could be
implemented.
The IADC Safety Award 2016 was picked up
by DEME for its “Enhanced muster station”
(see page 24). The award was presented by
Peter de Ridder, president of IADC to Lieven
Durt, director of QHSE-S DEME and Luc
Vandenbulcke, managing director of GeoSea.
The Award was presented in September this
year in Cascais, Portugal during IADC´s Annual
General Meeting (AGM).

The Safety Award will be presented by IADC’s
Board of Directors during the Association’s
AGM.

IADC SAFETY AWARD 2017
REGISTRATION
Companies need to fill a pdf registration
form.
INCLUDES: REGISTRATION FORM

IADC SAFETY AWARD
Open to IADC members and companies
active in the dredging industry

DO YOU HAVE THE MOST INNOVATIVE AND ORIGINAL WORK
IN SAFETY IN THE DREDGING INDUSTRY?

NOMINATIONS OPEN
FOR IADC SAFETY AWARD

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DREDGING COMPANIES

The Association is currently accepting
submissions for the IADC Safety Award 2017.
The registration deadline is 31 May, 2017.
The Safety Award is open to IADC members

It is divided in four parts:
1. Registration form;
2. Description of nomination;
3. Description of innovation;
4. Description of potential use.

Above: Safety is priority in the dredging industry. The

Companies can send their registration
forms, videos and images to
info@iadc-dredging.com. Videos and
photos should be sent via WeTransfer.

IADC Safety Award was established to encourage the
development of safety skills on the job and to reward

Companies had to describe the level of
sustainability and potential impact on the

and other companies active in the dredging
industry.

people and companies demonstrating diligence in safety
awareness.
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ENHANCED MUSTER STATION,
DEME (WINNER OF IADC SAFETY
AWARD 2016)
The muster station on board of the jackup vessel Neptune was enhanced by
painting numbered circles on deck. It is
efficient during drills and emergency
situations and it helps provide the
following: a quick overview of the number
of people gathered at the muster station,
the number of missing people and a way
to identify those who are missing. This
enhanced muster station can be applicable
to all dredging vessels and can be
implemented at low cost (only a paint job)
and minimum effort. (Read more about
the winning nomination on page 28)

Top left and right images show the muster station before painting numbered circles on deck. The bottom two
images show the muster station after it has been enhanced.

FULLY AUTOMATED TSHD
MOORING, JAN DE NUL
AUSTRALIA
During the dredging and reclamation
works of Brisbane Airport Corporation,
JDN Australia installed a Cavotec
Moormaster system for a safe mooring
operation. The MoorMaster is a fully
automated mooring system, using large
vacuum pads, installed on rails, with a
holding force of 20 tonnes per pad,
creating a fast and secure connection
between the temporary mooring facility
and the vessel. This automated system
was able to hold TSHD Charles Darwin in
position alongside berthing dolphins
during discharging process without the
use of any mooring ropes. Advantages of
this system include: the improvement of
personnel safety and injuries during
mooring reduced to nil; ship’s crew can
become more efficient and maintain
uninterrupted rest hours; and movements
on deck are reduced.

The fully automated Cavotec Moormaster system held TSHD Charles Darwin in position alongside berthing
dolphins during discharging process without the use of any mooring ropes.
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SAY YES TO SAFETY, VAN OORD

"Say YES to Safety" poster highlights
life saving rules.

Van Oord’s new safety programme, “Say
YES to Safety” was started in January
2016. Van Oord will expand the
programme within its organisation and
outside of it in the coming years. It is a
sustainable safety programme and is
designed to encourage accountability for
safety behaviour, leadership and
commitment. It not only focuses on safe
working practices, but also very strongly
on leadership and commitment
throughout the company processes. Some
of the innovative features of the
programme include practical measures to
safeguard the people on site in their dayto-day work, new and appealing design
that inspires everyone to say “YES” and a
focus on personal commitment and
behaviour for all people working for and
on behalf of Van Oord.

Life saving rules

Protect yourself
from falling when
working at height

Transfer to or from
a vessel only when you
are sure it is safe

Obtain authorisation
before entering
a confined space

Position yourself in a safe
zone in relation to moving
equipment

Verify isolation of
energised systems before
starting work

Prevent dropped objects

Do not position yourself
in the line of fire of chains
and lines

Be familiar with
the maritime life
saving appliances

Do not pass under
a suspended load

Ingenious people care

USING TECHNOLOGY TO DRIVE
SAFETY CULTURE, J.F. BRENNAN
J.F. Brennan is enhancing its safety culture
through the use of technology in the
workplace. It implemented a system called
HCSS mobile safety and also integrated it
with its “Heavy Job” and “Heavy Bid”
safety apps. The apps allow the company
to collect and review all safety documents
from anywhere across the country as well
as easily share information and reports
from the field with clients. Field
supervisors can access the safety apps
through their iPads and can generate
safety meetings from over 800 preloaded
topics, enter near misses and safety
observations. Supervisors can also access
employee training and certifications. The
apps are user-friendly and are efficient for
leaders in the field due to quick access to
relevant information.
J.F. Brennan field supervisors can access the safety apps through their iPads. Image on the right hand corner
shows that the apps are user-friendly and efficient.
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JOHAN BAKKER, CAPTAIN
OF THE CYRUS
Johan participated in the workbox
pilot on board the Cyrus.
“The workbox is a nice
complement to other toolboxes,
because it specifically focuses
on something that you normally
would not discuss: your hands
and the risks of injury. A threehour workbox seems long, but
the interplay and interactivity
prevent it from feeling long. A
fun part of the sessions is visiting
various work places in groups
to see whether you can identify
unsafe situations. In that way, you
apply what you have learned:
by looking at the work location
from a different perspective. We
brought people to places where
they normally wouldn’t go. For
example, the cook was taken to
the ladder (the underwater portion
with the cutting head). In that way,
people learn to better understand
each other and that strengthens
the team spirit.
As a management team, you
have to propagate what it is you
stand for. We brought the ship to
a halt for the workbox, and Louw
Dekker, our Project Manager in
Porto d’Acu, participated in the
training as well. That makes an
impression.”

KEEP YOUR

TOUCH!
SAFE MIND

GOOD
BEHAVIOUR

FROM SKEPTICAL
TO MOTIVATED
SHARIEF SPIEKER, CAPTAIN OF THE SEAWAY
Sharief participated in the workbox pilot on board the Seaway.
“We held the workbox with people from all disciplines. Some were a little
skeptical at first (“great, more training...”), but I noticed that they came out of
it very motivated. That was the result of how the workbox is structured: you
listen to information, watch a film clip, actively engage with the material, and
take time for reflection. And it was a topic that concerns everyone. The fact
that the presentation was given by two people also worked well: one person
presents the material while the other person assists the participants. I therefore
believe that the workbox is a tool that we must certainly continue to use. After
using these tools for a short time, these techniques become routine; this is a
good way to “reset” yourself.

THE FIRST WORKBOX

I would love it if we could establish a databank of workboxes that you can
draw from as needed. If you are in Qatar: a workbox about how to deal with
heat. During a project with a large amount of berthing and unberthing: a
workbox about hands. If you do that, you are training in a truly focused way,
and that works.”

INTERACTIVITY
ROB CIEREMANS, CAPTAIN OF THE TAURUS II
Rob participated in the workbox pilot on board the Taurus II.
“Nearly a third of all accidents involve hands. For that reason, I think that
it is meaningful to devote specific attention to that issue: after all, we only
have two of them. We held the workbox together with employees from the
Coastway and the Phoenix. I find the interactivity to be particularly good:
when we took a tour of the ship, we ran into someone who was not wearing
the proper gloves while welding. He was talked to about that, so that has
an immediate effect. I think that the workbox could offer even more if it were
brought even closer to people. Let the guys discuss it among themselves first
and then have them discuss their findings with a manager.

AVAILABLE

NOW

What the workbox offers is raising awareness, the understanding that PPE is
important, and that holding each other to account makes a real contribution
to a safer working environment. As captain, I want to set the right example in
this respect.”

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

SAFE
USE OF TOOLS

WEAR
APPROPRIATE PPE

SAFE
GUARDING

SAFE BODY: HANDS

The NINA "Hands Workbox Series" brochure.

OVERALL SAFETY FEATURES ON
CUTTER DREDGER BIESBOSCH,
ROYAL IHC
Royal IHC has developed several safety
features on a standard cutter suction
dredger. The majority showcase common
safety features but there a few that are
innovative for this type of dredger. The
innovative features consist of a “Cutter
platform”, “Spud Guard system” and
“Spud Sherlock system”. The cutter
platform improves accessibility around the
cutterhead and is not common for this
kind of dredger. The “Spud Guard
system” indicates overload of the spud to
the dredgemaster. The “Spud Sherlock
system” prevents the spud being hoisted
out of its guide construction (that the
spud is not hoisted too far). Other safety
features on the dredger include personal
life-saving equipment, Search and Rescue
Transponders, and additional access
platforms.

Royal IHC developed various innovative safety features on a CSD; Biesbosch features a cutter platform that
improves accessibility around the cutterhead.

HOW TO PREVENT HAND INJURIES

NINA (No injuries, No accidents) is a safety
philosophy whereby Royal Boskalis
Westminster works on a sustainable
development of its safety culture, by
structure (vision, values and rules) and
time (over multiple years). To contribute
more towards safety ownership within the
company’s operational teams, the
“Workbox Series” was developed
together with in-field representatives. It is
an interactive platform, seeking a dialogue
with the participants in a way to raise selfawareness. It includes training by
representatives from peer groups,
collective learning in small teams and selflearning at own work location. Currently,
two different Workboxes have been
developed: "Hands" and "Mooring". The
third one still being developed will cover
the subject "Feet" (slip, trip and fall).

PROPAGATING
WHAT IT IS YOU
STAND FOR

WO RK BOX S E RI ES

NINA WORKBOX SERIES, ROYAL
BOSKALIS WESTMINSTER NV

SAFE BODY: HANDS
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RECLAMATION FOR PASIR
PANJANG TERMINAL PHASES 3
AND 4, PENTA-OCEAN
CONSTRUCTION
The reclamation of Pasir Panjang Terminal
Phases 3 and 4, a container port project in
Singapore was nominated for several
safety features. The first aspect is the
“geo-bund” temporary edge structure for
land reclamation. They provided notable
safety benefits for the adjacent dredging
work and construction of a caisson quay
wall. The second aspect was the dredging
and rock blasting works for deepening the
ship turning basin between the new
reclamation and the existing container
terminal berths. These operations were
carried out while normal terminal operations
continued for a protracted period, without
any incident affecting the terminal
operations. The third was the installation
of an all-weather steel gantry tower for
slipforming work to construct the walls of
the mega box caissons for the quay wall.

The reclamation works for Pasir Panjang Terminal Phases 3 and 4 was nominated for its various safety aspects.

LIGHT WEIGHT CUTTER
MAINTENANCE PLATFORM, VAN
OORD AND DAMEN
Van Oord and Damen Dredging
Equipment have developed a new light
weight cutter maintenance platform for
their CSD650s Ural River and Mangystau.
This platform provides a safe working
environment for replacing cutter teeth
and performing other maintenance jobs
on the cutter head. The platform is
supported by the cutter ladder and this
increases the platform’s stability, reduces
relative motion and allows for further
weight reduction. Safe access is now
provided via the cutter ladder. It is not
possible to access the platform during
dredging when the cutter ladder is down.
The platform walkway is also installed only
on starboard to further reduce weight.
The platform is relatively easy to install on
small and medium CSDs; it is low cost and
easy to transport in one container.

The light weight cutter platform ensures employees can work safely while replacing cutter teeth and conducting
maintenance.
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LIEVEN DURT AND ILSE QUIRYNEN

IMPROVING SAFETY
A BST RAC T

INTRO DU CT ION

MUSTERING WITH NUMBERED
CIRCLES

GeoSea, a member of the DEME Group, was
presented with the International Association
of Dredging Companies’ (IADC) Safety Award
2016 for its “Enhanced muster station”
initiative on board the jack-up vessel,
Neptune. The aim of the IADC Safety Award
is to further the development of safety skills in
the workplace and reward those who clearly
show that they are intensely concerned with
safety.

GeoSea, a member of the DEME Group, won
the International Association of Dredging
Companies' (IADC) Safety Award 2016. The
IADC Safety Award aims to further the
development of safety skills in the workplace
and reward those who show special diligence
in safety awareness in the dredging industry
at large.

Safety is always a priority for the organisation
– risk prevention and control are embedded in
the integrated management system and are
carried out throughout the company, down to
the smallest operational project. In a longstanding policy, DEME encourages its
employees to proactively share ideas to
improve safety in the workplace. This policy is
supported from the top echelons. Alain
Bernard, CEO of the DEME Group, has
granted each employee explicit permission to
immediately stop any work whenever a
dangerous situation occurs.

Based on this new idea, the somewhat chaotic
muster stations were improved by the simple
solution of painting numbered circles on the
deck. This helped the ship’s captain ascertain
if all crew members were accounted for more
easily and efficiently. The improved muster
station system had previously won the “DEME
Innovation Award”, an internal company
competition for innovative initiatives.
Innovation in safety has long been a focus of
the company and it has been promoting a
safety culture among its employees with
various initiatives such as “CHILD” and the
new and improved “CHILD5”.

GeoSea is DEME’s specialist in complex
offshore marine engineering projects and
offers a wide variety of services. It specialises
in offshore construction projects, such as the
installation of wind farms, using among other
equipment, large jack-up platforms. GeoSea
won the IADC Safety Award for its innovative
initiative of the “Enhanced muster station” on
board the jack-up vessel, Neptune. At the
suggestion of the ship’s captain, muster
stations were enhanced by painting numbered
circles on deck upon which each crew
member could stand and be counted.

Above: The DEME Group encourages innovative ideas
for safety. Muster stations on board jack-up vessel,
Neptune have been enhanced by painting circles with
numbers on the deck.

Working in this atmosphere of encouraging
personnel participation, the enhanced muster
station was the idea of Dirk Pauwels, captain
on board the Neptune, the group’s second
largest jack-up platform. At his suggestion,
the muster stations on board jack-up vessel,
Neptune have been improved by painting
circles with numbers on the floor (Figure 1).
Although this was a simple change, it has
proven to be highly effective when it comes
to safety. Prior to this innovation, mustering
could be a chaotic affair when it came to
counting crew at the muster stations. During
emergency situations, there was a great deal
of noise and sometimes the voices of crew
members could not be heard above the din.
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Figure 1: The muster station was enhanced by painting numbered circles on the deck.

This resulted in valuable time being lost at
critical moments.
Currently, the Neptune has two muster
stations with circles on the deck in rows of
six. Each circle has its own number. The first
person to arrive at the muster station stands
on the circle numbered one, the second
person on number two, and so on (Figure 2).
The captain of the ship draws up a crew list
for every departure and this list is put up near
the muster stations. For instance, when there
are 43 crew members on the list, one can
easily see if anyone is missing by looking at
the numbers on the floor. Should a circle
remain unoccupied, indicating someone is
missing, the crews’ sleeping quarters are
immediately checked to ensure that no one
stayed behind because they did not hear the
alarm. In this way, the number of missing
persons can be quickly and easily identified.
During drills or emergency situations, amidst
noise and uncertainty, these numbered circles
help establish the presence of the people
gathered at the muster stations and if this is
in accord with the captain’s list. Employees on
board the Neptune have found the enhanced
muster stations to be a great improvement on
safety.

One important aspect of the enhanced muster
station system is that it can be applied on all
ship types and it requires neither a high cost
nor great effort. It can easily be implemented
with only a brush and paint.

There are various emergency situations in
which gathering the crew is of vital
importance. The most serious situations occur
when the crew are forced to leave the ship,
for instance, in case of fire on board, or when
there is a man overboard. But the system can

Figure 2: Top left and right: Muster station before painting numbered circles; Bottom left and right: Crew muster
efficiently at station with painted numbered circles.
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DEME WINS 2016 SAFETY AWARD
The enhanced muster station system works best when
complemented with supporting safety initiatives. For instance,
those who board the Neptune can see the portraits of all employees
working on board hanging in the staircase. This is an immediate
signal that everyone cares about each person on board. Safety
clearly flourishes best in such an environment.

The "Enhanced muster station" and placing all portraits of the crew
members on board in the staircase also show that efficient safety
measures do not need to be complicated. At the same time, they
show the leadership and commitment of the captain and crew.
And they create a positive image for the entire company, toward
potential employees as well as clients.

President of IADC, Peter de Ridder (right), presents the IADC Safety Award to Luc Vandenbulcke (middle), managing director of GeoSea and Lieven Durt, director of QHSE-S
DEME (left).

also prove useful in less dramatic
circumstances. For instance, once a month a
drill is held. In addition, everyone has to meet
at the muster stations when, during changes
of shifts, 25 per cent of the crew on board
are new. The system is also applied, for
instance, when a vessel calls at a port and the
crew are allowed to leave the ship and go
onshore for a while. In these cases it is useful
to be able to check quickly whether everyone
has returned to the ship.
The system does, however, has its limitations.
It appears that on a ship with more than 60
crew members mustering can again become
chaotic. In such a case, with such large
numbers, investing in an electronic system
with an ID card might be a better option.
This “Enhanced muster station” initiative has
also won the “DEME Innovation Award’, an

internal competition for innovative initiatives.
Its success on the Neptune has led to plans to
implement it in the entire DEME fleet.

SAFETY FIRST

TOGETHER FOR
DN A SA F E T Y!

For many years, personal protective equipment
(PPE) was considered ideal to help improve
accident statistics. However, once this effort
was fully implemented, it quickly became
clear that no progress would be made using
only PPE. A fatal accident of an employee in
Angola in 2009 was a rude awakening for
DEME. Since then, safety is considered number
one in the organisation’s core values, and the
prevention of all incidents is a top priority.
From this tragedy, the “CHILD” (Colleagues
Help Injuries Leave DEME) initiative was
born and it has been the driving force
behind bringing safety behaviour to a new
and unprecedented level in the company. It

Figure 3: The “CHILD5” initiative aims to implement a
“safety DNA culture” in DEME employees.
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LIEVEN DURT

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

is a member of the management team

In order to keep improving safety, constant
efforts and investments are necessary, both
in people and in communication. In order to
implement a safety culture, DEME focuses on
the following four elements:
• engagement
• cooperation
• communication
• leadership

of the DEME Group and the director of
QHSE-S Department. He has more than
two decades of experience in project and
area management of marine engineering
works. He oversees the implementation
of the company’s QHSE-S policy which
is an integral part of DEME’s Integrated
Management System (IMS). In the past
few years, he has launched the “CHILD”
(Colleagues Help Injuries Leave DEME)
campaign, to reinforce safety awareness
and foster safety behaviour among all
DEME employees.
ILSE QUIRYNEN
graduated with a M.Sc in Civil Engineering
and joined DEME in 2009. As DEME’s

Currently, posters that promote this message
have been put up in all departments. However,
the organisation is not only making efforts for
safety at its headquarters, but also in projects
all over the world. Engagement, collaboration
and communication are the central themes.
This leads to safety becoming an integral part
of the DNA of all employees.

manager of QHSE-S, she is responsible
for QHSE-S related issues of all DEME
member companies. She gives guidelines
and endorses strategies in DEME’s
QHSE-S management. To strengthen the
company’s QHSE-S performance, she is
the driving force in the constitution of
proactive safety. As a leading member of
the “CHILD” (Colleagues Help Injuries
Leave DEME) workgroup, she is the
advocate of safety DNA within DEME.

resulted in a shift from reactive to proactive
behaviour among employees. Procedures,
risk analyses, work preparation and safety
awareness were developed in parallel among
all DEME employees. Meanwhile, each DEME
employee knows that safety is a shared
responsibility. It has been five years since
“CHILD” was first implemented and the
goal remains to have zero incidents, but the
struggle to achieve this continues.
Therefore, to maintain this strict focus on
safety, DEME has recently launched its new
“CHILD5” campaign. “CHILD5” goes further
than the basic concept of “CHILD” and does
more than just improve safety alertness. By
launching the “CHILD5” campaign, DEME
aims to make the switch from “alertness to
safety” to a system where safety is a part of
DEME’s DNA (Figure 3).

Just as in the first “CHILD“ campaign, at least
2,000 employees will be invited to a safety
seminar to introduce and explain “CHILD5“.
These meetings are intended mainly to inspire
people with real-life examples to transform
their safety attitude to real safety behaviour.
The seminars take participants back in time
to confront them with safety behaviour from
the past. For this, DEME’s film archives were
unraveled for compiling DEME’s “bad movie”.
Some video materials are really eye opening
showing wrong safety behaviour.

Furthermore, “CHILD5” motivates employees
to apply the same safety behaviour at home
when carrying out all kind of tasks. For
example, a light bulb is replaced with a ladder,
and not with a chair. Clearly, the personal
commitment and initiative of each individual
employee is a prerequisite to achieve the ideal
working environment without incidents.

STRIVE
Finally, DEME has established a set of
standards applicable to its business units
and subsidiaries worldwide. The company
also expects its suppliers, subcontractors and
partners to work to these standards. The core
values at the very foundation of DEME are
summarised by the acronym STRIVE.
This acronym stands for Safety, Technical
Leadership, Respect & Integrity, Innovation,
Value Creation and Environment. It serves as
a compass for the company to work together
and with customers, business partners,
suppliers and the local communities. Safety,
health and well-being play a leading role in
this effort and shareholders as well strongly
believe that applying the core values and DNA
safety culture will ensure a sustainable future
for the company.

CON CL U S IONS
Safety is a part of the core values of the
DEME and prevention of any incidents
is a top priority for the company. The
“Enhanced muster station” initiative
that won the IADC Safety Award 2016
and its internal innovation award is a
simple, innovative and an easy system to
implement on all vessels.
The company continues to invest heavily in
other innovative safety ideas and initiatives
including the launching of the new
“CHILD5”safety campaign. “CHILD5” aims
to transform employees’ safety behaviour
from reactive to proactive.

DEME's innovation contest in the safety
category will continue to be on the
company’s agenda in the future. The
hope is that such ideas will contribute to
the well-being of others in the dredging
industry and will enhance the reputation
and sustainable future of the entire
industry.
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ECOSYSTEM SERVICES:
TOWARDS INTEGRATED
MARINE INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECT ASSESSMENT
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Published by the International
Association of Dredging Companies
(IADC). 2016. 110 pp.

FACTS ABOUT
An Information Update from the IADC

ADAPTIVE
MANAGEMENT
WHAT IS ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT?
Adaptive management is a decision-making framework that
can be applied at different stages of a dredging project.
Contractors can utilise adaptive management to adapt their
operational strategies within different phases of a project, to
record the effects of their works and to predict the impacts on
the ecosystem and its services. Doing so, both contractor and
client or project owner can cater for uncertainties in their
decision-making during the project. It should be noted that
there is a difference between the client and project owner. In
most traditional projects, the client and project owner are the
same party. This is not the case in a majority of Engineering,
Procurement, Construction and Installation (EPCI) projects.
In EPCI operations, the project owner provides investment
capital and appoints a project management team to realise the
project for it. This project management team is then the
client for the EPCI-contractor.

(ECOBE 016-R190)

To help dredging industry professionals, especially those who are in the
position to further the ecosystem services (ES) concept within their own
organisations as well as project stakeholders gain an understanding of
the value of the ecosystem services approach, the International
Association of Dredging Companies (IADC) recently commissioned a
study. The “Ecosystem services: Towards integrated marine
infrastructure project optimisation” study was carried out by the
Ecosystem Management Research Group (ECOBE) of the University of
Antwerp. A specialist in ecosystem services and a group of experts from
the dredging industry were also actively involved throughout the study
to provide input on case studies and discuss intermediate results.
This study has been presented in a report, which is available in a book
format and online.

As adaptive management allows for initial project targets to
be adapted or reformulated, the contractor can take into
account what can be learned along the way. If new
information comes up, for instance, during field testing,
design, environmental monitoring or execution, the work can
be adapted by utilising this new information. Not only can
this framework be applied at each stage of a dredging project
but it can be combined for the whole project. Currently, many
contractors are doing adaptive monitoring or adaptive design
but are not (yet) systematically applying adaptive
management for a whole project.

Adaptive management is a
decision-making framework
that can be applied at different
stages of a dredging project.
Contractors can utilise adaptive
management to adapt their
operational strategies within
different phases of a project,
to record the effects of their
works and to predict the impacts on the ecosystem and its
services. Doing so, both contractor and client or project owner
can cater for uncertainties in their decision-making during the
project.
With adaptive management, levels of uncertainty about
dredging-related impacts on the environment decrease over
the course of the project as more accurate information is
collected – project effects are continuously evaluated through
various means and especially through monitoring to
determine the need for modification.

The concept of ecosystem services
has been discussed for decades but
over recent years, it has been gaining
more recognition within and outside
the industry. It can help enable the
design of more sustainable dredging
and marine infrastructure works and their efficient implementation and
realisation in environmentally sensitive areas. In addition, the concept of
ecosystem services could be an important tool for integral evaluation of
project effects (whether benefits or impacts) and achieving broad public
support.

the technical solution. No or limited interaction was planned
during execution. With adaptive management, the client or
project owner can formulate project goals on a more strategic
level and even on a global scale; engaging the contractor right
from the start to realise these integrated targets.

ONLINE AND
INTERACTIVE:
FACTS ABOUT
ADAPTIVE
MANAGEMENT

This framework can be applied at the beginning of the project,
where issues such as the scope of work or the project design
are to be managed. Further implementation of this
management strategy can be scheduled throughout the
dredging works, for instance, during the execution of the
works or monitoring in the field.
Previously, in a more traditional dredging contract, there was
a clear, strict and static description of project targets by the
client or project owner and the contractor could go straight to
Above: Adaptive management was applied on the London
Gateway Project. This included real-time monitoring –
a network of monitoring stations was set up to take
measurements of various factors such as water quality in
real-time. This information was sent to the contractor and
stakeholders so the work could be adapted when necessary.

HOW DOES AN ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK WORK?

According to the CEDA Position Paper, “Integrating Adaptive
Environmental Management into Dredging Projects”,
adaptive management requires a few essential elements:
• a temporary more intensive monitoring, evaluation and
adjustment commitment from a dredging project;
• a higher budget and resource requirements for monitoring,
evaluation and adjustment;
• a mechanism to deal with a lower or higher effort due to
newly identified requirements;
• a mechanism to deal with differing total costs from the
initial calculation;
• strong cross-sectoral project management skills;
• and flexibility for a differing implementation timeframe.

The adaptive management framework is essentially a cycle
and the monitoring, evaluation and the adjustment phases of
the project form the basis of this framework (see cycle on next
page).

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DREDGING COMPANIES

This framework can be applied at the beginning of the project,
where issues such as the scope of work or the project design are
to be managed. Further implementation of this management
strategy can be scheduled throughout the dredging works, for
instance, during the execution of the works or monitoring in the
field.
The latest Facts About describes how the adaptive management
framework works, the basic steps of adaptive management and
the benefits of the framework for various stakeholders. It also
gives an overview of adaptive monitoring, baseline monitoring,
real-time monitoring and presents how these types of
monitoring, which are part of adaptive management, have been
utilised in dredging projects such as the London Gateway Project
and the Port of Southampton Project.

The report has been divided into eight distinct chapters – the first
chapter is an introduction of the report and the second chapter
presents readers with the general concept of the ecosystem services
and the global application of this framework. The following chapter
gives a detailed look into the ES framework. Chapters 4-8 highlights
five case studies that present the outcomes of ecosystem services
application. The case studies are: Wind farms at sea (C-Power) in
Belgium; Botany Bay in Sydney, Australia; Western Scheldt Container
Terminal in the Netherlands; Sand Engine in the Netherlands; and
Polders of Kruibeke in Belgium. The final chapter gives the general
considerations on the governance of ecosystem services assessments
and their applicability in dredging practice.

Facts About is a series of concise, easy-to-read online brochures
which give an effective overview of essential facts about specific
dredging and maritime construction subjects. Each brochure
provides a ‘management summary’ for stakeholders seeking basic
knowledge of a particular issue. These brochures are part of the
IADC’s on-going efforts to support clients, consultants and
others in understanding the fundamental principles of dredging
and maritime construction.

For more information:
The report can be downloaded from IADC’s website:
http://bit.ly/2g5nAIu. A webinar regarding the ES concept is also
available: http://bit.ly/2ebiCKu

To download Facts About or subscribe:
http://bit.ly/emailFacts
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SEMINARS / CONFERENCES / EVENTS
THE IV INTERNATIONAL FORUM OF DREDGING
COMPANIES
FEBRUARY 15, 2017
RADISSON UKRAINE HOTEL, MOSCOW, RUSSIA
The IV International Forum of Dredging Companies will be held in
Moscow on 15 February 2017 under the auspices of the Russian
Ministry of Transport and the Federal Agency for Maritime and River
Transport of Russia (Rosmorrechflot).
The Forum is organised by Media-Group PortNews in partnership with
FSUE Rosmorport and the International Association of Dredging
Companies (IADC) with personal participation of IADC’s secretary
general, René Kolman.
Participants will be able to meet various stakeholders from the
dredging industry from not only Russia but across the globe. The Forum
will showcase international and Russian dredging companies,
manufacturers of dredging equipment, customers of dredging
operations and suppliers of equipment for dredging fleet and investors.
Heads of maritime authorities of Caspian states, South Korea, Turkey,
Latvia, Lithuania and Denmark have been invited to participate.
The Forum programme will be dedicated to the latest technologies
applied in dredging and marine engineering. The programme will
highlight the construction of the world’s northernmost port for
shipments of LNG, seaport Sabetta. Participants can look forward to
discussions on various dredging projects including the new dry cargo
area at port Taman and the freight and passenger terminal at Pionersky
settlement (Kaliningrad Region).
For more information:
Contact: Marina Borisenko
Email: av@portnews.ru
Website: http://en.portnews.ru/events/651/

PIANC CONFERENCE: NAVIGATING A CHANGING
CLIMATE
MARCH 27-28, 2017
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL – LE PALACE, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM
The World Association for Waterborne Infrastructure (PIANC) will be
holding a conference that will discuss an essential topic that is a
current concern across the globe – climate change. The conference’s
theme will be “Navigating a changing climate: Moving towards low
carbon and resilient waterborne transport infrastructure”.
This major international conference, dedicated to the interests of
waterborne transport infrastructure owners, operators and users, is
being organised by the PIANC-led Think Climate coalition. Think
Climate is a multi-stakeholder coalition of ten associations with
interests in waterborne transport infrastructure. The partners in the
coalition have committed to work together to support the inland and

maritime navigation infrastructure sector as they respond to climate
change. The conference will have three main themes, reflecting the
work streams in the Navigating a Changing Climate Action Plan:
Mitigation, Adaptation; and Integration.
The Mitigation theme will highlight reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and moving towards low- or no-carbon navigation infrastructure. The
Adaptation work stream will present discussions and talks regarding
strengthening resilience and adapting waterborne transport
infrastructure to projected changes in sea level, storminess,
precipitation, river flow, air and water temperature, waves, wind, fog
and other climate parameters. The third work stream will showcase
experts discussing opportunities to contribute to climate change
mitigation or adaptation by supporting intermodality, “Working with
Nature” or integrated coastal management.
Confirmed speakers for the conference include experts from PIANC;
OECD International Transport Forum; Port of London Authority, UK;
Central Commission for Navigation on the Rhine, Germany;
International Harbour Masters’ Association; UNCTAD; Port of
Rotterdam; and US Army Corps of Engineers.
For more information:
http://bit.ly/2fUN6me

THE 30th WORLD PORTS CONFERENCE
MAY 7-12, 2017
NUSA DUA CONVENTION CENTER, BALI, INDONESIA
The International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) will be
hosting its 30th IAPH World Ports Conference at the Bali Nusa Dua
Convention Center from 7-12 May, 2017. The conference’s theme is
“Enabling Trade - Energizing the World”.
IAPH expects some 1000 delegates including government officials,
operators and association who are experts in the field of port, logistics,
and maritime, to share experiences and discuss on certain issues faced
by port officials globally such as green port and port technology as well
as development of ports in each country.
Five major topics concerning the maritime and ports industry will be
discussed – Greenfield Port Project: Challenges and Opportunities; Port
Hinterland Connectivity and Multimodal Logistics; The Evolution of
Global Shipping Industry and Shipping routes; The Effect of Special
Economic Zone on the Port Growths; and Indonesia Maritime
Transformation.
Participants can also look forward to a cocktail reception, a welcome
dinner and finally a luxurious gala dinner, which will be held at Garuda
Wisnu Kencana (GWK) Cultural Park located at the famous Jimbaran Bay.
For more information:
http://www.iaphbali2017.com/
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IADC SEMINAR ON DREDGING AND RECLAMATION
MARCH 26-30, 2017
ABU DHABI, UAE
Aimed at (future) decision makers and their advisors in
governments, port and harbour authorities, off-shore companies
and other organisations that have to execute dredging projects, the
International Seminar on Dredging and Reclamation has been
organised by the International Association of Dredging Companies
(IADC) in various locations since 1993.

The seminar includes a site visit to
give participants the opportunity to

Often presented in co-operation with local technical universities, the
IADC Seminar provides a week-long seminar especially developed
for professionals in dredging-related industries. In the past this
intensive course has been successfully presented in the Netherlands,
Indonesia, Dubai, Argentina, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain and Brazil.

Highlights of the programme
To optimise the chances of a successful completion of a project,
stakeholders, from the start, need to fully understand the
requirements of a dredging project. The five-day course strives to
provide an understanding through lectures and workshops. The
in-depth lectures are given by dredging experts from IADC member
companies. Some of the subjects covered include:
• overview of the dredging industry and the development of new
ports and maintenance of existing ports;
• project phasing (identification, investigation, feasibility studies);
• descriptions of types of dredging equipment;
• site and soil investigations,
• costing of projects and types of contracts such as charter, unit
rates, lump sum and risk-sharing assessments
• latest dredging and reclamation techniques including
environmental issues

WORLD WATER WORKS
MAY 29-30, 2017
RAI AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS
Overall ecological issues, infrastructural challenges, increasing size of
vessels, the rising sea level and growing threat of flooding are
interconnected and global issues that require an international meeting
place.
The World Water Works conference is being held for the third time and
in 2017, it will be held in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The conference
will focus on the following themes: hydraulic and civil engineering; port
and waterway construction and maintenance; coastline and flood
protection, bridges, locks and tunnels, and accessibility of ports.
The two-day conference will be chaired by Dr. J.K. Vrijling. Experts will

learn more about dredging.

The course also includes an on-site
visit to a dredging project being
executed in the area to give
participants the opportunity to see
dredging equipment in action and
learn about a dredging operation.
There will also be plenty of time to
network and interact, especially
with a mid-week dinner where
participants, lecturers and other
IADC member company
representatives will attend.

Each participant will receive a set of comprehensive proceedings at
the end of the week along with a list of extensive references of
relevant literature. Participants who have fully completed the
coursework will receive a Certificate of Achievement in recognition.
The seminar starts Sunday, 26 March at 8:45 hrs and ends Thursday,
30 March at 17:30 hrs.

Costs
The fee for the week-long seminar is € 3,100 (inclusive VAT).
The fee includes all tuition, seminar proceedings, workshops and a
special participants’ dinner, but excludes travel costs and
accommodations. Assistance can be given for finding hotel
accommodation.
For more information, contact:
Jurgen Dhollander
PR & Project Manager
International Association of Dredging Companies (IADC)
Email: dhollander@iadc-dredging.com
Tel: +31 (0)70 352 3334

contribute to the conference and speak about global challenges and
possible solutions in water related projects. Participants will also be able
to meet various stakeholders in the water and maritime industry such as
from engineering and dredging companies, port authorities, NGOs and
research centres.
The conference’s provisional programme presents several interesting
topics on water related projects and activities. Participants can look
forward to the following topics: The Seine - Nord - Europe Canal;
Mekong Delta; Mose Project Venice; Resilient cities - New York;
Fehmarnbelt Fixed Link Tunnel; and Monaco - Flood Defence System.
For more information:
http://www.easyfairs.com/nl/world-water-works-2017/world-waterworks-2017/

MEMBERSHIP LIST IADC 2016
Through their regional branches or through representatives, members of IADC operate directly at all locations worldwide
AFRICA
BKI Egypt for Marine Contracting Works S.A.E., Cairo, Egypt
Nigerian Westminster Dredging and Marine Ltd., Lagos, Nigeria
Dredging International Services Nigeria Ltd, Ikoyi Lagos, Nigeria
Jan De Nul Dredging Limited, Port Louis, Republic of Mauritius
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors B.V. – Angola, representation office in Luanda
Van Oord Nigeria Ltd, Victoria Island, Nigeria
ASIA
Beijing Boskalis Dredging Technology Co. Ltd., Beijing, PR China
Boskalis International (S) Pte. Ltd., Singapore
Boskalis Smit India LLP, Mumbai, India
P.T. Boskalis International Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
Zinkcon Marine Singapore Pte. Ltd., Singapore
Dredging International Asia Pacific (Pte) Ltd., Singapore
International Seaport Dredging Private Ltd., New Delhi, India
Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co. Ltd., Seoul, Korea
Jan De Nul Dredging India Pvt. Ltd., India
Jan De Nul Singapore Pte. Ltd., Singapore
Penta-Ocean Construction Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Toa Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
PT Van Oord Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
Van Oord (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, Selangor, Malaysia
Van Oord (Shanghai) Dredging Co. Ltd, Shanghai, PR China
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors B.V. – Azerbaijan, branch in Baku
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors B.V. – Kazakhstan, branch in Manigistau
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors B.V. – Vietnam, representation office in Hanoi
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors bv Hong Kong Branch, Hong Kong, PR China
Van Oord Dredging and Marine Contractors bv Korea Branch, Busan, Republic of Korea
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